
What languages are MEX and FleetMEX currently available in?

English is the default language for MEX and FleetMEX. We have developed versions of MEX and 
FleetMEX in the following languages 

  English
  Chinese (Simplified)
  Arabic
  Portuguese
  Spanish
  French
  Japanese
  German
  Indonesian
  Korean
  Russian

Do I need to install the Extra Languages?

No, the languages are included in v14.0.3.0 build 10 of MEX and above.  This is a big change from 
previous versions where a language pack would need to be installed for each particular language.

How does the MEX View Change with the new languages?

Virtually every Control in MEX has a label. This label is a static piece of text used to name the field for the 
user, for example the “Asset Number” drop-down on the Category Change Details screen has a label next 
to it stating “Asset Number”. 
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Depending on your language selection on startup MEX will translate all 
the labels within the program accordingly.  

For example the Asset Number label above would be automatically 
translated to Numéro d’actif if the French Language option is selected.



How do I select a different Language?
There are two places you can select a different language to use in MEX. 

1. On Startup
A language selection menu is displayed to allow the user to select what language to use in the system.

2. Tools Menu
Go to the Tools -> Languages -> Select the Language of choice

Where are these translations made?
Translations are made online using an inbuilt language tool within the MEX application. Upon selection of a 
particular Language, MEX uses the tool to translate all the labels in the program and applies them while you 
use MEX.  If a new language is selected then the application will need to be restarted. Do note that in order 
for the translations to work the PC must have access to the internet.

Does MEX Also translate data that I have entered?
No, all entries, whether it is the asset number, any descriptions, trade names, asset types etc… are not 
affected by any language selection. Whatever entry that is made for any particular field in MEX will remain 
as it is. The language translations are only applied to labels. 

Do warning messages come up in other languages?
Yes, all of the warning messages in MEX and FleetMEX are translated into all languages.

For more information contact MEX Sales on +617 3392 4777 or email sales@mex.com.au
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